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SUMMARY
By the year 2000, PTT Telecom expects to have about 2 million GSM subscribers. In order
to cope with this large number of users, the GSM network will use micro cells. Since
different propagation models are used for micro-cells and macro-cells, existing base-station
planning tools (like Cleopatra) are not suitable for performing basestation coverage analysis
on micro cells.

The Naomi (Novel Analysis Of Microcell Influence) project was started in order to develop a
simulation/visualization tool suitable for micro-cells. This tool assists in planning new
basestations by calculating and visualizing basestation coverage.

The Naomi program has a graphical user interface. Through this interface, the user can
browse through a map of the Netherlands. This browsing takes place using implements like
scroll and zoom buttons. While browsing, a map of the selected area is displayed.

At any time the user can place a basestation on the map. After specifying the parameters
for this basestation, a simulation for the just defined configuration can be started. When this
simulation is finished, a path loss map is projected on the current map area. This
visualization of simulation results takes place in a high-resolution 256 color Super VGA
display.

For calculating the coverage of a basestation, a deterministic method (based on ray-tracing
techniques) is used. The building information necessary for the software's ray-tracing
procedures is available in the 'gemeentefonds database'.

Naomi is a fast simulation tool that satisfies the specification set for it on all major points. In
the next version of Naomi it will be possible to compare simulation results and measurement
data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1992 the global system for mobile communications (GSM) was introduced in the
Netherlands. GSM is a digital standard that next to offering the familiar telephone services
makes it possible to offer value added services. An example of such a service would be
digital communication between two computers without needing a modem.

CELL SIZE REDUCTION
Only a limited number of frequencies is available for the GSM network. In order to increase
total network capacity each frequency has to be re-used. A technique for frequency reuse is
to divide the network into clusters. Each cluster uses all available frequencies.

Clusters are divided into cells, each cell only uses only a limited set of unique (within the
cluster) frequencies. By joining clusters together to form a network, frequency reuse is
obtained. The distance over which equivalent cells (using the same set of frequencies) are
repeated in neighboring clusters is called the reuse distance.

When the network capacity is to be increased further (PTT Telecom expects to have some
2 million GSM subscribers in the year 2000) the cluster's cell size has to be reduced.
Reducing the cell size means reducing the reuse distance. Reducing the reuse distance can
be done by changing the dominant propagation mechanism within the cell or by reducing
the transmitter power.

CHANGING CELL PROPAGATION

The best option for reducing the reuse distance is to change the dominant propagation
mechanism within the cell by moving the basestation to a lower height. When a basestation
is placed 'below roof level', propagation is dictated by reflection off buildings instead of by
diffraction. Because the basestation is placed below roof level, radio waves propagate less
far diminishing the interference they cause in cells using the same frequency; the reuse
distance is reduced.

SMALLER CELLS; MORE BASESTATIONS
Because smaller cells imply more (costly) basestations, it is imperative these basestations
are placed at strategic positions. Determining the quality of a certain basestation position is
by no means trivial. Especially in urban environments, blocking by and reflection off large
buildings and wave-guide effects along roads are major factors in radio propagation. From
an economic point of view it is important to know which basestation sites yield an optimal
coverage at minimal costs.

SIMULATOR
A good simulation tool will assist considerably in planning the basestations. With such a tool
the coverage of this basestation can be predicted and possible problem spots at which the
received power would fall below acceptable levels can be identified.

Because existing simulation tools (like Cleopatra) are geared towards propagation through
diffraction instead of by reflection, they are not suitable for predicting the received power
near the basestation when this is placed at low height.
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NAOMI SIMULATOR

Since existing simulation tools are not suitable for predicting received power in a typical
GSM situation, a new simulation tool must be implemented. This new tool is called NAOMI
(Novel Analysis Of Microcellinfluence). The goal of the Naomi project is a piece of PC
software which is to be used for visualizing received power. Furthermore the software can
be used to evaluate new propagation models (or fine-tune existing ones) by comparing
simulation results to actual measurement data

Naomi is a tool for calculating and visualizing micro-cell (typical radii 100m-3km) received
power. This will serve the following purposes:

• Provide a better understanding of the problems present in micro cellular planning.
Because of their size, micro-cells are expected to exhibit more complex field patterns
than their macro counterparts.

• Support the micro-cell propagation research in progress. Propagation models can be
evaluated by inserting them into the simulator and comparing the simulation results to
actual measurement data. The software can be used to tune existing propagation
formulas.

ORGANIZAnON OF THIS REPORT
After the the specifications for the Naomi software have been set, the design and
implementation of the graphical user interface are discussed. Next, the inner working of the
simulator is dealt with. Finally results and conclusions are discussed.
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2. SPECIFICATION

Introduction.

In this chapter the specifications and requirements for Naomi are set and the pre-design
choices made. Some parts of the specification will not be finished in the first version of
Naomi, these will become part of the recommendations chapter.

2.1. Draft specification
SCOPE
Naomi will determine the coverage of base stations, aspects like interference analysis,
traffic distribution etc. will not be part of it.

SCREEN RESOLUTION

The NAOMI interface has to offer a resolution high enough for visualizing a simulation grid
of 15x15 meters or less. Buildings in the simulation area have to be displayed in such a
manner that their height and size is obvious. The calculated power must be visualized by
using a comprehensive range of colors.

WINDOWS LIKE INTERFACE

Naomi must present the results in a professional fashion, a muti color graphical display of
the user interface and the simulation results is a must. The interaction with the user is to
take place through a Windows™ like GLiI (Graphical User Interface).

BUILDING DATABASE

The building-database used in Naomi is a derivative of the 'gemeentefonds database'. This
is a database that contains polygon coordinates for each building in the Netherlands. The
database only provides polygon coordinates, no additional information like building material
and surface type is present.

PROPAGATlON MODEL

The model that is to be used in Naomi is a combination of the deterministic ray-tracing
model as discussed in chapter 5 and a statistical model. The deterministic model will be
used first, the areas that do not receive any power according to this deterministic model are
filled in by the statistical model.

Parameters that will be used in both models are:

• height of the basestation

• height of the receiver

• the basestation antenna gain

• the basestation transmitter power

• pathloss on the path from basestation to simulation point

• receiver antenna gain
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2.2. Implications of specification
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
From the specification of section 2.1 the properties the used programming tools and
hardware will have to provide can be determined. These are:

1. IBM pc compatibility
2. High speed code
3. High speed graphics
4. High resolution
5. Large color depth
6. Graphical user interface
7. Familiar programming tools and environment

ad 1: The specifications state the program is to be written for an IBM compatible PC
platform, either the implementation is done directly on a PC or it is done on some
other platform using an emulator.

ad 2: It is very probable the propagation model that is going to be used by NAOMI will
involve a great deal of FPU calculations as well as memory accessing. A good
compiler and fast PC are imperative to making simulations as fast as possible.

ad 3: The simplest representation of a building is a polygon. When drawing a map of some
city center, one is actually drawing a large amount of lines. For comfortable zooming
and scrolling, operations performed on a map need to be quick. This means fast
(line) drawing routines will have to be used.

ad 4: For good map detail, the screen resolution used by NAOMI must be as high as
possible while still remaining in the current standard range of PC video resolutions.

ad 5: Because NAOMI uses colors to represent simulation results (and building
heights) the available color depth will have to be sufficiently large.

ad 6: The specification directly states user interaction has to take place through a GUI.

ad 7: In order to speed up implementation, it is desirable the programmer can proceed
quickly using known tools and methods.

CHOICES MADE BASED ON REQUIREMENTS

Based on these seven requirements, the following choices were made:

From points 1 and 2 it follows that the used PC platform will have to be a fast one,
preferably a i486™ or a Pentium™ based system. The code will be written in C++, Borland's
implementation since this is the only MS-DOS C compiler available at KPI\I Research.

Point 6 implies the program will be written for either the MS-Windows™ GUI or for MS-DOS
(using some kind of 'home made' graphical interface). The software will deploy one of the
1024x768x256 of 1280x1 024x256 SVGA resolutions for adequate map detail (point 4).
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Points 3,4 and 5 make that in the MS-DOS variant, Borland's BGI functions will not suffice.
These can only deliver 640x480x16 VGA performance. A specialized library will have to be
used to obtain the desired high resolution and color depth while still maintaining acceptable
drawing speed.

WINDOWS OR MS-DOS

Since MS-DOS is a non-multitasking environment, it is ideal for fast calculation work. MS
Windows however is capable of supporting the required video demands without extra effort.
Alas there are some disadvantages too; being very generous in screen manipulating
functions and options, the Windows video performance will actually be poorer than DOS
video performance in an equivalent case. Furthermore windows is capable of multitasking
and when running the processor intensive simulation part of NAOMI, competing tasks will be
allocated CPU slots and effectively slow down the simulation.

Since the author has some C++ (and ample C) experience but has little knowledge about
programming for windows, the best starting option given the just formulated would be the
MS-DOS one. Dependent on the speed, look and 'feel' of the MS-DOS preview, a MS
Windows version mayor may not be desirable. This is to be evaluated at completion of the
first preview.

Summarizing, the MS-DOS option was chosen and the Windows option dropped because:

• Author's expertise in a MS-DOS C++ environment

• MS-DOS Video speed superiority

• l\Jon-multitasking nature of MS-DOS making it faster

PROPAGATlON MODELS

An important use of Naomi will be the tuning and evaluation of propagation models. The
modularity of the software should be such that the insertion of new models can be done
quickly and without having a thorough understanding of the rest of the code. A simple
interface will have to be defined between the field calculation module and the rest of the
program. The equations representing the models will be contained in a separate source
module.

SIMULATlON RESULTS

The specification states that the simulator produces a 'received power level' map.
Propagation models however specify the path loss as a function of their parameters. The
first implementation of l\Jaomi will produce path-loss maps instead of received power level
maps.
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3. WINDOWS LIKE GUI UNDER DOS

introduction
The GUI (graphical user interface) for Naomi will be implemented for a MS-DOS
environment. Since MS-DOS is a text oriented environment, a graphical shell including
mouse support and mouse controlled user interaction has to be designed. The first
paragraph of this chapter introduces the custom graphic library necessary for this GU!. In
the second paragraph, a low-level mouse handler is designed. After this, a message-based
graphical shell that makes use of this handler is defined. Based on these three paragraphs
the design of the interface itself is discussed..

3.1. Using a custom graphics library instead of the Borland BGI
MS-DOS IS TEXT ORIENTED

The DOS operating system by itself is oriented towards a text only display, high resolution
graphics video is not part of it.

If modes other than plain text are required, one needs to use low-level functions that
address the video adapter directly. Such functions are readily provided by Borland's BGI
(Borland Graphical Interface) graphics system and include primitives like rectangle () ,
line () and circle ( ) .

LlMITATlONS OF THE BGI

For normal, generic VGA and lower applications, the BGI offers sufficient capabilities.
However in the case of NAOMI in which high resolution, large color depth and fast SVGA is
required, the BGI will not get the job done.

The BGI is only capable of delivering 16 colors (4 bit color depth) at a maximum resolution
of 640x480. For NAOMI a resolution of 1024x768 and a color depth of at least 8 bit (256
colors) is desirable. In order to conform to these specifications, the BGI was disabled by
turning off the linking of the BGllibrary. A custom library that offers the just discussed
capabilities was used instead.

ZEPHYR SVGA LIBRARY

After searching a number of internet FTP sites, a variety of SVGA support libraries for
Borland C/C++ and Microsoft C/C++ were found. After comparing these different libraries on
points like speed, mouse support and general user-friendliness, the SVGACC library from
Zephyr software was selected.

Zephyr's SVGACC library is written entirely in 32-bit 80386 assembly [1] and readily offers
the programmer transparent access to twenty different SVGA adapters as well as to cards
conforming to the VESA standard. Furthermore it offers very fast (about triple BGI speed)
drawing routines in the 1024x786x256 and 1280x1 024x256 resolutions. At these resolutions
the library provides a wide variety of functions including equivalents for the familiar BGI
functionality.
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3.2. Mouse support
From the Naomi specification it is clear there will have to be mouse support. When writing a
graphical user interface, mouse services is a very basic functionality the system will have to
provide. Providing mouse support under SVGA is quite different from the VGA case. In
order to illustrate this problem, we will first examine the procedure that would be followed
when using the mouse in VGA mode. We then we will devise a method to obtain the same
functionality in SVGA modes. This method takes the shape of a mouse-event queue that is
updated twenty times a second by the computer's timer interrupt.

3.2.1. Mouse support: generic VGA
Most of the IBM-PC compatible video adapters (like MDA, CGA and VGA) have been
standardized on the hardware level. This is why the low-level functions pertaining to
hardware interaction with these devices are embedded in the PC's BIOS (Basic
Input/Output System). As mouse pointing devices gained in popularity in the mid 80's,
mouse support was added to the BIOS. At this point, the BIOS included all functionality for
low level interaction with video adapter and mouse hardware. The mouse functions are
available through the subfunctions of the INT33h software interrupt.

With the advent of SVGA, no standard was agreed on between manufacturers and each
brand of SVGA video adapter required it's own hardware specific drivers. The INT33h
software interrupt that took care of the mouse for the standardized adapters could not be
used for SVGA.

VGA MOUSE SUPPORT: USING THE BIOS

To illustrate the problem that is caused by the unavailability of the INT33h software
interrupt, we examine the procedure in which this interrupt can be used (normal VGA
resolutions).

The INT33h BIOS based mouse support is interrupt driven. This means the user can define
a number of events upon occurrence of which a custom mouse interrupt handler is called.
An example of this procedure is given below.

call set v mode graph
mov ax, 09h- -
mov bx,hotpoint x
mov cx,hotpoint-y
mov dx,FP SEG(mouse_map)
mov es,dx
mov dx,FP OFF (mouse map)
int 033h - -
mov ax,02h
int 033h
movax,OCh
mov cx,mask
mov dx,FP_SEG(m_handler)
mov es,dx
mov dx,FP OFF(m handler)
int 033h - -

;switch from text to graphics mode
;int33h subfunction 09h: set mouseptr
;place the hotpoint coordinates in bx&cx
;hotpoint x & hotpoint yare hotpt.
;mouse map contains valid cursor bitmap
;offset of the mouse-pointer map into es
;segment goes into dx
;call int33
;int33h subfunction 02h: show mouseptr
;call int33
;int33h subfunction OCh: set handler
;event trigger mask into cx

;segment of the mouse handler into es
;and it's offset into dx
;call int33
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In the above code fragment the display mode is first switched from plain text to graphics.
Then the mouse pointer is set according to mouse_map (a mouse pointer definition bitmap).
The variables hotpoint_x and hotpoint_y contain the mouse hotpoint (for example the
tip of the pointer). A mouse pointer will now be shown on the screen.

After completion, the function pointed to by m_handler is called each time a mouse event
occurs that satisfies mask.

In an ordinary situation, the mask would specify a condition like 'left button pressed or right
button pressed'. Each time this condition is satisfied, the handler will be called. This handler
would then examine the mouse position and determine whether an object was clicked upon
and take the appropriate action. By virtue of the interrupt nature of the mouse process, it is
now completely handled in the background. The amount of CPU time used is minimal as is
the additional effort that has to be made to integrate further mouse support into the
software.

3.2.2. Mouse support: SVGA
Since the INT33h functions cannot be used any longer, the mouse situation under SVGA is
completely different from the one sketched in the previous sub paragraph. The SVGACC
library does offer some mouse support but only in the polling sense. A mouse pointer can
be defined, displayed and moved around the screen. There is however no possibility to
install some user defined interrupt handler since the INT33h cannot correctly interpret the
interrupts tile mouse fires in SVGA mode.

The absence of the INT33h services implies some mouse polling scheme has to be used.

The most straightforward way to implement mouse polling is to examine the mouse status
every time mouse input is needed. This approach has many disadvantages. To name a few:

• When mouse input is needed, the program will remain in a waiting loop that consumes all
CPU time while waiting for input. No other operations can be performed during this loop.

• The structure of the program will reflect the continuous polling making it difficult to read.
• Because the time between two polling actions is dependent on the amount of other code

between two polls, it will vary significantly. This makes it virtually impossible to guarantee
no mouse events will be missed (This depends on the speed of the computer used and
the amount/type of code between two polls)

These drawbacks make the need for some more subtle solution obvious. A shell must be
designed that takes away the problems of plain polling and possibly offers an event oriented
interface to the rest of the program.

USING THE TIMER INTERRUPT FOR MOUSE POLLING

As has become clear from the previous section, mouse polling will have to be used to
periodically interrogate the mouse. Several disadvantages have been observed when
simply polling the mouse when input is needed. The most catastrophic one (from the user's
viewpoint) is the ignoring of the mouse while the program is busy.
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An elegant way to significantly reduce the probability a mouse event will be missed is to
couple the mouse polling to the timer interrupt. The timer interrupt is a hardware-generated
interrupt (IR08) which is fired every 55ms. As it's name already indicates, it is intended
mainly for timing purposes. Since after every 18.2 interrupts, exactly one second has
passed, the handler that is associated with this interrupt can be used to maintain the system
clock, time device time-out periods etcetera. By coupling the mouse polling routine to the
timer interrupt, the mouse status is determined every 55ms. Since all mouse events are
going to be generated by the human user, this is an acceptable polling rate. The link
between timer interrupt and mouse polling routine is clear from Figure 3-1.

Upon being called, the polling routine will compare the current mouse status (the aggregate
of the mouse coordinate and the position of each of it's two buttons; a class called MSTAT)

with the last. By this comparison, the mouse handler determines whether a mouse event
has occurred. An additional event mask can also be included in the polling function, filtering
out certain unused events.

If an event did occur, it will be placed in a queue (a first in-first out stack). When mouse
input is needed, the oldest mouse event can be fetched from the top of the stack. A mouse
event is the combination of the mouse status (an instance of the MSTAT class) at the time of
the event's occurrence and a mask bitvector indicating what type of user action caused the
event.
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THE MOUSE EVENT QUEUE

The mouse queue setup is shown in Figure 3-2. Each time a mouse event occurs, it is put at
the queue's tail. When needed, events can be popped from the top of the stack. This way,
the mouse interface is presented to the rest of the program as a simple stack.

MOUSE QUEUE

event fetch

stackbase
(head of queue)

stackpointer
(tail of queue)

SOME FUNCTION

Figure 3-2 Use 01 the mouse event queue

In the example of Figure 3-2, the main program could be involved in some lengthy
calculation. In the simple polling situation, all mouse actions would be missed. In the mouse
queue case however, mouse events are put on the stack and remain there until they're
popped. The pressing of the left mouse button followed by releasing it is 'remembered' and
this user action can be dealt with when the program is ready for input again. Updating the
mousecursor while other drawing functions are being performed will distort the screen. In
order to prevent this screen distortion, mouse_on () and mouse_off () functions are
implemented. These functions turn off the mouse subsystem without flushing the mouse
queue. They should be used to disable the mousepointer whenever the screen is updated.

3.3. Graphical shell
Next to the mouse-subsystem there obviously is the need for objects like windows, buttons
textbars and the like. Together with the mouse subsystem these items form naomi's
graphical user interface. This GUI is to handle all mouse events and the interaction of the
mouse with the objects on the screen. In short, it is to present a simple, self supporting
interface to the rest of the program. It is to form an easily reusable GUI module. In this
paragraph the GUI module and it's linking to the mouse subsystem are described.
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3.3.1. GUI specifications
Let us first globally specify the interface the GLiI is to present before we proceed to the
more detailed design of its internal operation.

The GUI is to provide a message based interface to the outside world (the program using
the GUI module). This means it sends this outside world messages like 'the user pressed
button 2 in window 4' and 'the user just moved the mousepointer to location x:100,y:200'.
This interface is to offer as little functions as possible while still being complete. These
functions can be divided into three groups:

1. Message fetching
2. GUI object constructors and destructors
3. GUI object status modifiers

ad 1: The message fetching pertains to obtaining GUI messages like 'button 27 was left
clicked' and 'the mouse cursor moved to position 270,193'. These messages control the
entire program since they reflect the user's actions.

ad 2: Object constructors an destructors (in the C++ sense) for the different GUI objects.
When for example a button is defined, it's constructor will automatically put it in the internal
list of clickable objects. When the mouse interacts with the just declared object, an
appropriate message will be generated.

ad 3: Buttons may be active or non-active, scrollbars can be moved. This functionality is
supplied by the object status modifiers.

3.3.2. Message based GUI
Because the GUI is message oriented, the prevailing structure of the program using it, will
be that of a case-statement or series of if-clauses. A simple dialog window presenting the
user with a yes/no choice would (in C-Iike pseudo code) look like

construct window(DIALOG); II 2:GUI object constructor
add_button(DIALOG,YES); II 2:GUI object constructor
add button(DIALOG,NO);
do{-II main message loop: if clauses!

m=get messg(); II 1: fetching a message from the queue
if m=(DIALOG,YES) yes function(); II if clause
if m=(DIALOG,NO) exit-program(); II if clause

} while (TRUE) -
remove_button(DIALOG,YES); II 2:GUI object destructors
remove_button(DIALOG,NO);
destruct_window(DIALOG);

This approach results in a readable program source code in which each event is reflected in
and handled by an if statement. As a result of this it is also easily maintainable.
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GUIOBJECTS

The single two most objects in the GUI are windows and 'clickable objects'. A window (class
WINDOW) can be defined as a rectangular area on the screen that can have it's own
collection of clickable objects. In a sense, windows are containers for 'clickables'.

Examples of clickables are buttons (like the OK button in a dialog box), textbars (for user
text input) and scrollbars (buttons that can be dragged around). A clickable could be
described as a rectangular area on the screen that triggers some event when an
appropriate mouse action is performed on it.

In Figure 3-3 the window belonging to the above example piece of pseudo code is drawn. It
is shown that the different windows form a stack. Only the top window of this stack is active.
A window being active means it's clickable objects (buttons and the like) can generate GUI
messages when appropriate mouse actions are performed on them.

THE WINDOW CLASS

Pushing and popping windows on and off the stack of windows is a task that can be
performed by the class constructor and destructor. This way a window is automatically put
on top of the stack and made active when it is declared and removed from the stack when it
is destroyed/goes out of scope.

Fig"re 3-3 Simple di"/og window

In Figure 3-3 the dialog window casts a shadow on the underlying root window, in reality the
dialog window will overwrite a piece of the underlying window(s) and other screen objects.
Because the PC video system does not support hardware or software layering of viewports,
the piece of screen that is being overwritten has to be explicitly stored.
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1 WiNOOW_3
~ non active

So, in order to be able to restore the screen area that is overwritten by the construction of a
window, the screen area that will be overwritten is stored in a window_background
variable in the just declared window just before the constructor draws the new window.

WINDOW_4
active

.

.
;------------------r-----------1
backgnd ~!ickab!es!
~ I I, , I
~ , -------
1 WiNOOW_2 .
~ non active.,----------------------r....---.
~Jackgl1d b!ickab!~~---I
i ! t!- i -1

1 W~NDOW_1

~ non acUve
1··_·---------------.·_···_·_-_·_-_·-.·_-.·_·_·······__·._-,

t~k~_~~ tl~~~:~~~~_J~tackbase
Figu,e 3·4 window s',,~k

p,in~iple

A definition of a 'window' object can now be formulated:

A window is a rectangular area on the screen that can contain clickable objects. Upon
construction, the contents of the screen area over which the window is going to be placed is
stored so it is possible to restore this background upon destruction. Next to storing
background information, the window is placed on top of a global last in-first out stack (see
Figure 3-4). This FIFO stack is global because windows belong to the application itself. The
top window of this stack is always the active window. When a window is destructed, it's
background is restored and it is popped from the window stack. If there is still another
window on the stack, it will automatically become the active window.

THE CLICKABLE CLASS

We will now design the 'clickable' (class CLICKABLE) object members of the window class.
A clickable object is quite similar to a window; they have some properties in common:

• Both windows and clickables are rectangular screen areas
• When constructed/destructed clickables are registered
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Unlike in the window case, several clickable instances can be active at the same time.
Therefore they will be registered in a linked list type rather than in a stack. The reason for
this is twofold:

• A linked list reflects the equality between member objects
• It is easier (and a more natural operation) to search a linked list

Since clickables belong to a particular window, they will be registered to this window instead
of globally.

Clickables are ,of course, c1ickable. This means a clickable should generate a GUI message
when a mouse action is performed on it. In order to make the class 'respond' to mouse
actions, some link to the mouse subsystem (section 3.2.2) must be realized. This will be
done in the following manner:

Each window is given a mask (in the sense of the mask section 3.2.2). When a mouse
event occurs, the mouse handler checks the mask of the current active window against this
event. If it is not filtered out, the handler places a mouse message on the window's mouse
event stack (see Figure 3-2).

The get_ messg () type function from the global GUI definition now uses the active
window's mouse event queue to construct a message.

A message (MESSG class) encapsulates the already familiar MEVENT and adds an integer
called handle. This handle is an unique number to identify a c1ickable in it's window. The
handle is unique in each window; identical handles can occur in different windows. This
way, a message contains all relevant information that is generated when a mouse event
occurs:

1. If a c1ickable was involved, the identity of this object
2. A specification what action from the actions indicated by mask caused the event
3. The complete status of the mouse

The way the MESSG class encapsulates MEVENT is shown in Figure 3-5.

MESSG
int handle

MEVENT
char event_vector

MSTAT
POINT<int> clickpos
BOOLEAN left_b
BOOLEAN rlghCb

Fig",e 3-5 MESSG sl,,,d,,,e
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ad1: for different clickables to be discernible they must be identifiable

ad2: different mouse-actions performed on the same event might call for different
responses. For example left and right mouse buttons need not have the same function for a
particular object.

ad3: including the complete mouse status in the message makes it possible to give c1ick
position dependent handling to each event. In a minimal implementation the complete
mouse status would not be necessary.

It will prove desirable that clickables can be 'turned off' without destroying them (buttons can
be non-active unless certain premises are fulfilled. For example trying to save simulation
results without having run a simulation is not possible and must be prevented until a
simulation run has been made. This is why turn_on () and turn_off () functions are
added to the clickable implementation.

DERIVAnON OF OTHER CLASSES FROM CLICKABLE

The GUI as it is defined is shown in Fjgure 3-6. From the currently defined clickable object
we can derive some more useful classes. The first addition we would like to make is to add
a bitmap to the clickable, this makes it visible and useable as a button (a button can be
defined as a visible c1ickable).

BUTTON

Adding a bitmap to the c1ickable makes this new class (called BUTTON) subject to the same
background saving and restoring policy as a window class. The linkage of the new button
class to the mouse interrupt system needs no further attention. It is provided by the clickable
members from which BUTTON was derived. The turn_on () and turn_off () functions
also remain available, they respectively enable and disable a button. Because a disabled
button looks the same as an enabled one, two functions encapsulating the turn_on () and
turn_off () functions are defined. They are called gray () and ungray () .

DRAGABLE

From BUTTON, a button that can be dragged around the screen while a mouse button
remains pressed can be derived (useful for scrollbars etc.) This class is called DRAGABLE

and is publically derived from BUTTON. It contains member functions to make this dragging
possible as well as a mouse cursor that is to be used while dragging the object around.
Boundaries in which the object is allowed to be dragged around can also be set. Every time
a dragable object is moved, it will create position feedback. In order to handle this feedback,
a pointer to a generic function that is to be called each time the object is moved can be
defined for each DRAGABLE object.

TEXTBAR

A TEXTBAR class can be derived from CLICKABLE. A textbar basically is an empty bar, it
has no bitmap members but the member that is used to store the bar's background. Text
input and updating routines are supplied by member functions. When an (active) textbar is
clicked, the mousecursor disappears and a textcursor appears in the textbar. After the user
enters a CR-terminated string, this string is publically available to the rest of the program.
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button

Fig"". 3·6 d."ivlllions I"om
CLICKABLE lll1se ~/lIss

The derivations 'from the CLICKABLE base
class are depicted in Figure 3-6.

For the more intricate inner workings of the
GUI module the reader is referred to the well
documented source code.
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Figu,e 3·TB.$i~N.omi GUI
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3.4. Interface design
From literature like [2] properties of a good user interface can be learned. The most
important properties of a good user-interface are:

• Learning to use the interface must be possible without using a manual or needing
training

• Icons must be simple and have a clear function
• At any time, the user is given a minimum number of simple choices
• After a user action, immediate feedback is given about the status of the system
• When the user performs an invalid action, he/she receives feedback

icons and
feedback
area

map and simulation area

The Naomi interface is built
with these five points in mind.
From the specifications it is
clear the interface will have to
have an area in which the
selected map area and
simulation results are
displayed. The icons (buttons,
dragables etc.) are also
obvious from the specification.
We will need scroll and zoom
buttons to navigate the map,
basestation placement and
removal buttons etcetera.

A short manual for the
Fig",e 3-8 glob.1 N.omi inlerl.~e implemented interface is

available in Appendix C. Since
the actual setup of the simulator is quite simple and straightforward (select area, place
basestation, set parameters, start simulation, save results, restart/exit) design and
implementation can go hand in hand. From Appendix C it will become clear the five-point
design philosophy has successfully been used.
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4. PROPAGATION MODELS
introduction:
For calculating the received power (or path-loss that will be calculated in the first version of
Naomi) in an urban area, we need propagation models to predict this received power level.
Typically such a propagation model would determine the amount of loss on the path from
transmitter to receiver as a function ofparameters like distances, building positions/densities
and building reflection coefficients. From the path-loss at a simulation point, we can determine
the received power level. Two classes of models exist, deterministic and statistical models,
each with it's own advantages and disadvantages. In this chapter we will discuss both types of
models and based on this discussion make a choice on which model to use in Naomi.

4.1. Deterministic and statistical models
Using information/parameters like:
• A detailed map of all buildings surrounding the transmitter
• Height and transmitted power
• Free space (specular) propagation formulas

If we would like to calculate the received power (or path loss from basestation to receiver) in a
given urban area. There are two approaches to this problem:

DETERMINISTIC MODEL
A deterministic model in which all possible paths from all points on the simulation grid to the
basestation are determined and evaluated, this model involves a great deal of computing
power because it requires intersection and reflection calculations for all possible paths using a
(large) building-database of the area under consideration.

STATISTICAL MODEL
A statistical model in which the field strength at a given simulation-gridpoint is dictated by
statistical parameters like the local building density (the average number and height of
buildings) on the path from the basestation to this gridpoint.

Obviously these two approaches require quite different algorithms, the deterministic model will
use a complicated ray-tracing type method while the statistical model will use a much simpler
building-density on path model.

The pros and cons of the deterministic and statistical model are summarized in Table 4-1
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T"lIle 4-': Dele,minisli~model vs. sl,,'isli~,,1model

DETERMINISTIC METHOD STATISTICAL METHOD
PRO: Shows multiple reflections, shadow

areas, waveguide effects
PRO: Accurate results at high simulation

resolution
PRO: Yields accurate deterministic results
CON: Ray tracing is a CPU/FPU intensive

process. Simulation time is long
CON: Not suitable for large cells
CON: Re uires detailed database

CON: Featureless 'blurry' results

CON: Result resolution limited by statistical
method

CON: Statistical results; large errors possible
PRO: Short simulation runs; quick results

PRO: Very suitable for large cells
PRO: Re uires onl statistical buildin info

4.2. Selecting a model: deterministic or statistical
From the Naomi specification and the above table it is clear the deterministic method is to be
preferred:
• The platform on which Naomi is to be run has been specified as a high end PC
• A detailed map is available in the form of ISUF and TOP databases
• We would like the results to be as accurate as possible
• GSM uses small (micro cell range) cells instead of large macro cells

Having established the deterministic method is the best suited for Naomi, we must observe the
deterministic ray-tracing method will show certain gridpoints (for example those behind large,
high buildings) to have no illumination. In reality these points are illuminated by mechanisms
like diffraction.

The best simulation results will be obtained by using a combination of both models. For
simulation points that are in line of sight of the transmitter or only nr reflections from it, the
deterministic ray-tracing model is to be used. nr is a parameter the user can enter before
starting the simulation (nr is the maximum number of reflections that may be present in any
path from transmitter to receiver). Points on the simulation grid that are not covered by the ray
tracing method (like points behind large, high buildings) will be calculated using the statistical
model.

In the initial version of Naomi, only the ray-tracing model will be implemented since this is
clearly the most important and interesting one. A statistical model can be added in a later
version. This statistical model would be applied to 'fill up' the areas where no coverage is
predicted according to the deterministic method but in reality are illuminated by scattering off
buildings and transmission through buildings.
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4.3. Free space specular propagation

Deterministic propagation formulas suitable for urban environments generally evaluate path
loss as a function of a number of parameters.

Figure 4-' simple propllglliion byrelledions

In Figure 4-1 three paths are drawn in an urban environment. There are basically three classes
of specular propagation used in NAOMI:

• Line of sight (LOS) or direct path
• One reflection
• Two and more re'flections
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For each of these three classes, a different path loss equation is used. Eq. 4-1 and 4-2 have
deterministic origin and Eq 4-3 has been empirically determined by 'educated curve fitting' of a
large set of measurement data [3]

LINE OF SIGHT

In the direct path or line of sight areas, Eq. 4-1 is to be used.

75dLws = 20 101og(f ) + 20 101og(d ) - 25.6 + 20 1010g{I + ( )}
n/hbhm

in this equation the following parameters are used

Lws pathloss in dB.
f used frequency in MHz.
d distance between transmitter and receiver in m.
hb basestation height in m.
hm mobile height in m.

ONE REFLECTION

E". 4-1

The equation for path loss after one-reflection(Eq. 4-2) is the same as the line of sight
equation except for a constant that is introduced to account for the scattering loss that takes
place upon reflection.

L ref1 =Lws + L ref

This L ref is the extra pathloss caused by scattering at the reflective surface.

(In Naomi 6dB. is used for this parameter)

TWO AND MORE REFLECTIONS

E". 4-~

In areas not in line of sight and not in the first reflection, Eq 4-3 is a valid approximation

LNWS = 26.16101og(f) + 5.8310 log(heff ) - 65.15+ {44.9 - 65510 1og(heff )} log(d)

heff is the height difference between basestation and mobile station.

For f, hB , hm , Leff the following default values can be used

f 900MHz.
hB 10m.
hm 1.5m.
Leff 6dB.
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5. NAOMI RAY TRACING MODEL
introduction:
In this chapter the ray tracing model that is used in Naomi is described. First, a method for
describing the transmitter, is introduced. Then the energy radiated by this transmitter is divided
into a number of wavefronts, each wavefront modeling one distinct ray for the ray tracing
algorithm. Subsequently, the algorithm for 'tracing a ray' or determining the path of a wavefront
as it propagates and reflects through the scene is developed. Finally a method for updating the
simulation grid, after a trace is finished, is introduced.

5.1. The deterministic model: ray tracing
Ray tracing is a technique known from the movie industry. Mostly used in so-called science
fiction movies, ray tracing is responsible for making appear real what does not exist (for
example some space-ship passing in front of the camera).

The principle behind ray-tracing:
A scene is defined in a computer in terms of object shapes and positions along with their
reflection/transmission coefficients and possible textures. Furthermore an observation point or
camera position and illumination source(s) are defined. The computer uses brute force to trace
every possible path (ray) that might exist between the camera and illumination source. After all
possible paths have been traced, the complete picture is projected in the camera.

RA Y TRACING IN NAOMI
Instead of rendering images in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum, ray tracing
can also be used to calculate scenes in which illumination beyond this visible range (i.e. the
900 MHz. GSM frequency band) is used.
It might even be possible to use an existing ray-tracing engine for this purpose. This option is
evaluated in Appendix D. In this Appendix it will be made clear existing ray-tracing software is
not suitable for use in Naomi. A custom ray-tracing module will be implemented.

5.2. Modeling the transmitter
THE IDEAL TRANSMITTER
An ideal radiation source radiates (transmits) energy (Ptrans ) in equal amounts in all directions.

lim{E (r, e, <I> ) =P trans }
rJ.o 41t Eq. 5·'

In Eq. 5-1 Ptrans is the total transmitter power; the energy that is converted by the transmitter
(light bolb, radio transmitter) into radiation energy. limE (r, e, <1» is the amount of radiated

rJ.o
energy per unit of space-angle.
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We can also formulate the power density of the radiated energy:
4P trans

F(r,e,<I»= 3 3
1[r

Ideal radiation source Approximated radiation source

Figu,e 5-' ,lIdilllion sou,~es

E". 5-~

THE PRACTICAL TRANSMITTER
In any practical situation, the variable r in Eq. 5-1 and Eq. 5-2 cannot be chosen randomly; the
transmitter is surrounded by dissipative matter. This dissipative matter causes the radiation to
lose energy while it propagates, therefore Eq. 5-1 and Eq. 5-2 are only valid in the immediate
vicinity of the transmitter.

Because we would later like to approximate the transmitter by a sphere (or rather an
isosahedron, as will become obvious in paragraph 5.3 we will approximate the pin-point ideal
transmitter by a unit sphere.

This approach becomes clear from Figure 5-1 . On the left hand of this figure we see the ideal
infinitely small transmitter (point-source) visualized as a small black dot. Because this model
cannot be used, the transmitter is modeled as a small sphere radiating energy in equal
amounts in all directions perpendicular to it's surface.

Any real transmitter will not radiate equal amounts of power in every directions. Transmitters
are blocked in certain directions by their sockets or exhibit antenna diagrams far from the
ideal). Therefore a function to modulate E (r, e, <1» from Eq 5-1 is introduced.

G (1, e, <1» =M 0, e, <I»E (1, e, <1» E". 5-3

Introducing the M (1, e, <1» function makes it possible to include antenna diagrams into the
transmitter model. For speed and simplicity, the modulation function will be assumed unity in
the Naomi implementation.

M 0, e, <I> ) == 1 E". 5-4

Summarizing, the transmitter is modeled as a small sphere (e.g. radius 1) uniformly radiating in
all directions, perpendicular to it's surface.
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5.3. Discretisation of radiated energy
As it's name already suggests, ray tracing traces rays. Since in theory the transmitter emits an
infinite number of rays, some quantization of the number of rays has to be made.
As we have seen in the previous section, the transmitter can be modeled as a small sphere
from the surface of which the energy is being emitted. Quantization of energy can be done by
dividing the surface of this sphere in multiple identical areas (in shape and size) that emit the
same amount of energy and can be treated as one distinct ray. Obviously the larger the
number of subdivisions, the more accurate the approximation.

The equality in the carried amount of energy between different rays is necessary to facilitate
the updating of the simulation results after an area of reception has been found by the ray
tracer. This procedure will be discussed in the next paragraph.

The task of subdividing a sphere in a number of identical patches is by no means as trivial as it
might seem at first glance. While the spherical coordinates from Figure 5-3A might seem a
suitable way to subdivide the sphere surface, it in fact is unusable. In the sphere's equator
region all patches are near perfect squares, as we approach the poles however the patches
become more and more elongated and pie shaped. Over the entire sphere surface, the
patches have the same shape nor area.

USING AN ISOSAHEDRON AS AN APPROXIMAnON FOR A SPHERE
The solution to this problem is to approximate the sphere by some polygon having identical
faces. The simplest example of such a polygon is a cube, having six identical faces. A better
way to approximate the sphere is to use an isosahedron [4]. An isosahedron is a 20 faced
polygon having 30 edges and 12 vertices. Two views of an isosahedron are drawn in Figure 5
2. The twelve vertices of this isosahedron can be used as primary ray directions (the directions
at which the rays are to depart from the transmitter). The angular separation between two
neighboring vertices however is 63°, obviously this far to much for an acceptable transmitter
approximation.
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Eq. 5·5

Figure 5·~: isosllhetlron, Iwo views

TESSELLA TlNG ISOSAHEDRON FACES
A convenient property of the triangular faces of an isosahedron is that triangles can be
tessellated. The inscribing of an isosahedron into a sphere is demonstrated in Figure 5-38.
Two tessellation steps (the first and the third) of a face are drawn in Figure 5-3C through E. An
index N tess can be introduced to indicate the different levels of tessellation. N tess would have
the values 0,1 and 3 for the respective figures 5-3C, 5-30 and 5-3E.

A relation for the angle between neighboring traces and N tess can now be formulated. Since for
N tess = 0 this separation is 63°, the angle u sep can be written as

63°
u sep =N

tess

Just as important as the angular separation between two adjacent rays is the total number of
rays launched from the transmitter. The following simple addition determines this amount:

twelve vertices, unaffected by tessellation
thirty edges, 30Ntess rays
twenty faces, 20{0.5(Ntess (N tess -I))} rays

12
30Ntess
lONtess(Ntess -1)

lON~s+20Ntess +12

So the total number of rays launched from the source becomes:
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A: spherical coordinates B: 20 face isosahedron sphere approximation

C: one isosahedron face D: first tesselation step E: third tesselation step

Figur. 5·3, From $ph.ri~.1 ~oordin.'.$ 10 1....II.,.d i$o$.h.dron

Eq 5-6 shows that the number of rays launched from the source depends on the tessellation
number (in the software called trace_order) in the second order. Practical values
(determined from initial trials with the simulator) for the number of subdivisions are in the
10000-100000 range (N tess 30-100).
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INTRODUCING A RA Y LAUNCHING FUNCTION
At this point, a function can be specified that launches a ray as a function of the tessellation
frequency and an index in the total range of rays available using that N,I?YS. It's prototype would
look like:

VECTOR shoot_vector(int Ntess, long index);

The VECTOR is a class (object) that is defined in Naomi for use in for example the ray-tracing
module. In fact, an entire set of 3 dimensional Cartesian geometry classes and operators is
defined to support a clear and simple implementation of the ray tracer. Such classes (defined
in a GENERAL module) further include objects like LINE, PLANE, POINT and appropriate
operators. Examples of such operators would be inner product and summation operators
de'fined for VECTOR or an intersect operator defined between a LINE object and a PLANE.

These classes are discussed briefly in appendix B.

The VECTORS launched by the shoot_vector () function have unit length and can be easily
used to start of a trace (a trace is modeled as a collection of LINES; see next section). Each
LINE member of a trace has got a support and a directional VECTOR. A ray is launched by
specifying it's first leg (LINE). Support and directional VECTORS for this LINE are the
basestation height and the vector generated by shoot_vector () respectively.

When all VECTORS have been exhausted (nray vectors have been shot) the vector (0,0,0) is

returned by shoot_vector () indicating the isosahedron has been finished.

5.4. Constructing a trace
DESCRIPTION OF THE RA Y TRACING ALGORITHM
A trace in the Naomi ray-tracing module is the path a ray that is launched from the transmitter
(section 5.3) follows from the transmitter to a possible intersection with the ground plane. Since
rays are assumed to travel in straight lines and reflect of buildings according to Snell ius' law of
reflection, such a trace is simply an aggregate of a number of LINES. An upper limit is set to
the number of LINES in a trace to avoid situations in which a trace would get trapped between
a number of buildings.

The ray tracing algorithm is quite simple, after launching a vector (or line) from the transmitter,
this line is intersected with all buildings in the scene. If an intersection is found, the building
intersection process is repeated using the reflected line. If no intersection is found, the line
either goes off into space or it intersects the reception plane. In this case we have found an
illuminated area. A flow chart of this algorithm is shown in Figure 5-6.
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AN EXAMPLE: USING THE RA Y-TRACING ALGORITHM TO BUILD A TRACE
As an example and a demonstration of the algorithm, let us follow this algorithm for the 'one
reflection' trace in Figure 5-4.

1. A vector is shot from the isosahedron (shoot_vector () )
2. The trace variables are cleared
3. A vector was shot; the isosahedron tessellation is not finished
4. There is now one line in the trace; nr_lines=1
5. nr_lines is 1, this is less than MAXLINES (in Naomi set to 4)
6. The line is added to the trace
7. The line intersects a building, a new line is setup, this is the reflection of the original line

off the building it intersects
8. There are now two lines in the trace; nr_lines=2
9. nr_lines is 2, this is less than MAXLINES

10. The line is added to the trace
11. The line does not intersect a building
12. The line intersects the reception plane
13. The simulation results are updated

Figu,. 5-41 Ih,•• ".~.$ .nd. building
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UPDATlNG THE SIMULATlON RESULTS
Updating of the simulation results, step 13 in the example from the previous section, is
somewhat complicated. This will become clear in the following example:

Assume a tessellation number N less of 3. The vectors are launched from the isosahedron
center at a 31.5 degree spacing. Each ray has it's own wavefront. These wavefronts are

circular in shape and can be drawn in a tessellated
triangle.

Such a tessellated triangle is drawn in Figure 5-5
(tessellation number 3).

The wavefronts that are launched from the isosahedron
are projected on the reception plane. To demonstrate this.
let us define a scene without any buildings and only one
central transmitter.

The different wavefronts can be characterized by their
originating isosahedron vector v(r ,8, <I> ). The vector
belonging to the 'bottom' vertex of the isosahedron
projects a perfect circle on the reception plane, as <I>

Ft 5 5 increases from -o.51t (the 'bottom vertex') to 0 (vectors
'Ig"'. .: wllv.l,onls having a <I> larger than 0 are not launched since they all

go off in space, regardless of any building reflections) the projected wavefronts take the shape
of more and more elongated ellipses.

The wavefront-projection pattern that is caused by the first sixteen wavefronts of an
isosahedron is given in Figure 5-5. Updating the simulation results for a trace found to intersect
the reception plane consists out of two steps. The fist step entails determining all simulation
points (as defined by the simulation resolution on the reception plane) that lay inside the
ellipse belonging to this trace. The second step updates these points with the appropriate
value.

The information we need to determine the size and position of the reception ellipse is the LINE

that causes the trace to intersect with the reception plane and the total length of this trace. The
length of the trace will determine the size of the ellipse, the intersection angle and position will
determine it's orientation.

As a compromise made to the speed of the simulation, the ellipses are approximated by
wedges. As a result of using wedges instead of ellipses to update the simulation results, we
might see some un-illuminated gridpoints in the simulation results. This effect would be caused
by the non-overlapping nature of the wedges (Ellipses do overlap; see Figure 5-6). Some
simulation-gridpoints fall between two neighboring wedges which means they will not be
updated by either of the two wedges.
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Fig",e 5·T: W"vel,onl p,oie~lionon ,e~eplionpl"ne

NOT SIMULATING IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THE BASESTATION
The just introduced isosahedron based method of launching rays is an expensive one.
Particularly so because as the distance from the transmitter increases, the patches illuminated
by each wavefront grow larger (see Figure 5-7). Because the patches grow larger, the
simulation resolution decreases as we move away from the basestation. To countermeasure
this effect, the tessellation number must be large, resulting in a very high resolution near the
basestation. For this reason, rays that depart the transmitter at an angle <l> < 1.2 radians are
not traced. In a practical situation where the basestation is at a height of 10m this would imply
no illumination levels will be calculated within 25 meters from the basestation.

INTRODUCING A FAST PREVIEW RA Y LAUNCHING METHOD
Because the isosahedron ray launching method is not a very fast one, it is desirable to have a
less accurate ray launching method to use for previewing purposes. When previewing, we are
mainly interested in the line of sight areas. The fast ray launching method launches exactly
one ray directly at each simulation gridpoint thereby producing a quick line of sight preview.
This fast method is only suitable for previewing for the following reasons:
• Because the rays are launched towards exact gridpoint coordinates only, reflections off

buildings near the edge of the simulation area are inaccurate. To complete the reflection
the building projects, we would need traces launched towards points beyond the simulation
area boundaries.

• The 'update simulation results' step in the flow-chart from Figure 5-10 simply updates the
square area belonging to the intersection gridpoint. This area is the same for all gridpoints
so when a trace gets longer a 'fanning out' effect can be observed because reception
plane intersections caused by adjacent traces get farther apart.
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5.5. Ray tracing acceleration techniques
Ray tracing is a technique that's slow by nature. Simple acceleration techniques can be used
to our advantage in increasing the performance of the ray tracing module.

CALCULATlNG THE BUILDING INTERSECTIONS IS EXPENSIVE
The most time consuming part of the ray tracing algorithm from Figure 5-6 is the search for
building intersections.
When searching for a building intersection, all buildings in the current simulation area are
checked for intersections with the current LINE. Obviously, the majority of buildings will not
have an intersection with that line. Since each PLANE - LINE intersection implies a complete
LU decomposition step (see Appendix B) and each building contains at least three planes
(three walls). There is a lot to be gained if we could qualify certain buildings as 'no intersection'
buildings before actually trying to find this intersection using an expensive line-building
intersection algorithm (Appendix B).

USED ACCELERATlON TECHNIQUE
The acceleration technique should be unaffected by the origin of the line that is to be
intersected. Simply dividing the buildings in the simulation into sectors positioned around the
line's origin is no option. This method of database partitioning would mean it would have to be
performed for each and every line that is to be intersected.

A good way to achieve a beforehand qualification is the following one: For each building in the
current simulation area, a circumscribing circle is defined. This circle is the closest fit circle for
that building. Along with this circle, a 'center of building' point is defined (this is actually the
center of the circumscribing circle). When we now want to check a certain line for intersection
with this building, we can easily verify if this line intersects the circumscribing circle by
comparing some angles.
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In Figure 5-8 this angle-comparison is clarified. Let's assume we want to intersect two lines
(candidate 1 and candidate 2) with the building. An angular range of the angle between a
possible candidate line and the center line (going from the line's starting point through the
middle of the building-circumscribing circle) can be defined. This is the lighter shade of gray
region in the figure. When lines fall inside this area, a possible intersection with the building
might exist (as in the case of candidate 2). If lines fall outside this area, it is impossible there
exists an intersection (candidate 1). Comparing the angle between two lines is a very
economic operation (in comparison to performing LU decompositions for all 8 walls) since the
most expensive part of it is determining the inverse cosine of an inner product quotient.

The method just sketched works in the 2-dimensional reception plane. Before the intersection
test is performed, all lines (in Figure 5-8 the center line and the candidate) are projected on the
reception plane (inexpensive, only multiplication). The comparison of the different angles takes
place in this earth surface plane.

Another possible extra gain could be achieved by applying the same technique in the vertical
direction (perpendicular to the reception plane). The criterion would then be whether the line is
going to pass over or under (which is impossible) the building or if it might hit.

Testing shows that using both of these methods slows down the simulation; one of both
qualifications excludes so many buildings the additional method only adds extra overhead.
Because the 'reception plane' method is easier to implement and less expensive, this is the
used method.
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6. RESULTS
Introduction:
After implementing the Naomi software according to the previous chapters, a finished product
exists. This chapter examines the simulator's results in some detail. It is a prelude to a final
conclusion and recommendations for future versions of Naomi.

MEASUREMENT FILES NOT YET USABLE
The current version of Naomi cannot compare measurement data files and simulation results
yet. The reason for this is that the measurement data files contain received power levels (unit:
dBm.) instead of the pathloss that is calculated by the simulator. Furthermore the transmitter
power is not included in the available measurement data tiles resulting in an unknown
simulation parameter.

A future version of Naomi will be able to produce received power level maps instead of
pathloss maps. If in addition to this the transmitter power used in the production of the
measurement data files can be determined, a comparison between simulation and
measurement data can be made.

For now, we will have to limit our discussion of the results to the ray tracer and the
correspondence between simulator results and propagation model.

6.1. Four simulations
For this purpose, four simulations were made. All four simulations have the same parameters:

General location:
Minimal building height:
Basestation position:
Simulation resolution:
Basestation height:

Breda
12.0 m.
112615,400129
5m.
25m.

Two simulations were made using the 'quick preview' ray shooting method and two using the
'isosahedron' method (see chapter 5). For each ray shooting method, one 'zero reflections'
simulation and one 'one reflection' simulation was made (in the one reflection case the Naomi
source code was slightly modified to only show the one-reflection areas). The trace order used
in producing the isosahedron method simulations was 70.

T"ble 6-1 List o/.im"l"tion.

Figure Number of reflections Ray shooting method Simulation time on
6DMHz. pentium [s]

6-1
6-2
6-3
6-4

o
o
1
1

quick preview
isosahedron
quick preview
isosahedron

35

103
164
277
558
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Flguro 6·1 LOS aroa., quick provlow

Flguro 6·2 LOS aroa., I.o.ahod,on mothod
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Figure 6-3 one reflection area., quick preview

Figure 6.4 one reflection area., I.o.ahedron method
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6.2. Evaluation of simulator results

Discussion of the results produced by the simulator will be done in two parts, a visual
(qualitative) visual evaluation and a numerical evaluation of the simulation results. The visual
evaluation of the simulation results will take place on the following counts:
1. Do buildings block radiation
2. Are the shadows cast by the buildings correct
3. Are the effects predicted by paragraph 5.4 present
4. How do the results of quick preview method and isosahedron method compare

The numerical (quantitative) evaluation of the simulation results will entail the comparison of
the loss values in the line of sight and first reflection areas as produced by the simulator to
values predicted by manual evaluation of the propagation formulas.

VISUAL EVALUATION
We will discuss each of the four above points in order as they apply to Figure 6-1 - 6-4.

1: Do buildings block radiation
From Figure 6-1 it can be seen very clearly that buildings present in the simulation block
radiation. The wedge-updating method updates one entire wedge for every reception plane
intersection. While doing this, buildings that have some reception plane area in common with
the wedge are not taken into account. This effect can be seen in Figure 6-2 where radiation
appears to penetrate buildings (for example the rectangular structure in the lower right
quadrant of Figure 6-2).
In Figure 6-3 some radiation is also seen to penetrate buildings; This is caused by gridpoints
being just inside/outside a building. The error is not larger than the simulation grid size.
Because the wedges in Figure 6-4 are quite large (distance traveled by a trace in the first
reflection is generally longer than by one in the line of sight) radiation appears to penetrate
right through certain buildings (upper right quadrant of Figure 6-4).

2: Are the shadows cast by the buildings correct
Whether of not the shadows that are cast by buildings are correct can be determined from
Figure 6-1. Let us focus on the row of five buildings directly right to the transmitter in Figure 6
1. These buildings have the respective heights (working from top to bottom in Figure 6-1) of
14.1, 13.5, 14.3, 14.7 and 12.1 meters. The relation between these numbers is also obvious
from the shadow that is cast by the row of buildings. Manual calculations show that not only
the form of the shadow is correct but also it's absolute position. This proves the ray tracing
algorithm works properly in all three dimensions.
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3: Are the effects predicted by paragraph 5.4 present
In paragraph 5.4 the following effects have been predicted:
• Un illuminated spots in isosahedron method due to simulation gridpoints falling between

two wedges
• Un illuminated spots in quick preview due to fanning out effect (visible in 1+ reflection

areas)
• No illumination in isosahedron method close to basestation; this area is not simulated
• Reflections off buildings far from the basestation are not found using the quick preview

method

All of these effects can be observed in Figure 6-1 - 6-4.
. In Figures 6-2 and 6-4 we see random black square areas (one simulation gridpoint) appear in
further completely illuminated areas. These areas are not illuminated because the simulation
gridpoint they belong to falls in between two wedges.

The fanning out effect of the quick preview method becomes visible as the traces get longer. It
won't be visible in the line of sight areas (Figure 6-1) because the quick preview method
launches rays directly at the simulation grid points. From Figure 6-3 the fanning out effect is
obvious. The fanning out effect can for example be seen in the lower right quadrant of Figure
6-3 where the first reflection illumination reflected off the C-shaped building contains un
illuminated square areas that are ordered in lines parallel to the propagation direction in the
reflection.

From Figure 6-2 it is clear the area in close vicinity of the basestation is not simulated when
using the isosahedron ray shooting method. An un-illuminated spherical region exists around
the basestation.

Finally we can see by comparing Figures 6-3 and 6-4 that reflections off buildings far from the
basestation (or more precise: reflections that would be caused by rays launched towards
points outside the simulation grid) are not found by tile quick preview method. This is best
seen when comparing the right hand sides of Figure 6-3 and 6-4.

4: How do the results of quick preview and isosahedron method compare
Let us start by observing that for those gridpoints that are illuminated in both the isosahedron
and the quick preview, the loss levels are identical in both the line of sight and the one
reflection areas. Next to the differences already discussed above, we can observe some other
differences.

Obviously the quick preview method takes less time to produce comparable results; the quick
preview method is faster. Furthermore by comparing Figure 6-1 and 6-2 we can see the decay
of the received power is more smooth and gradual using the quick preview than it is when
using the isosahedron method. This is caused by the factthat the quick preview updates each
simulation gridpoint (in the line of sight areas) individually while the isosahedron method
updates entire wedges.
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NUMERICAL EVALUATION

LOS AREAS
In the line of sight areas, a direct comparison between simulation results and propagation
model values can take place. The values produced by the simulator can be grasped from the
graphical representation of the results or from the simulation result file. The simulation results
match the propagation formulas exactly.

FIRST REFLECTION
For the first (and farther) reflection areas the comparison is somewhat more difficult. In order to
be able to compare simulator results and propagation model predictions, we will have to know
the distance the radio wave has traveled (including reflections) from transmitter to simulation
gridpoint. This distance can only be determined manually from the graphical representation of
the results.

Determining the length of a trace from the graphical results produced by the simulator implies
using a sliderule to manually measure this length. Inaccuracies in this procedure are the
determination of the exact reflection point, the inaccuracy in the measurement itself and the
error introduced when converting from the 'graphical result scale' (generally a A4 printout) to
'real scale'.

The results of this method applied to a printout of Figure 6-3 are summarized in Table 6-2.

T"ble 6-1 Fi,sl,elleelion: eomp.,ison simul",o, lInd p,op"••,ion model

Fig 6-3 distance real distance Fig 6-3 Loss Prop. form. Loss Error
[mm] m] dB dB [dB]
12
24
37
50
75

42
84
129
174
261

73
78
82
84
88.5

72
78
82
85
89

1
o
o
1
0.5

From Table 6-2 we can observe the results produced by the simulator for the first reflection
areas also conform to the propagation formulas. The error is within 1 dB, which is acceptable
taking into account the inaccuracies introduced by the acquisition of the simulator results.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS
The current Naomi release is a finished product in all core aspects of the specification.

The user interface has proven to be intuitively operable and received positive response from
it's users. It is a suitable base for further extension of Naomi.

The ray-tracing routines designed for Naomi are fast enough to perform interactive simulation
sessions. The user can perform several simulations within one session because simulations on
a platform like the one from the specifications (i486 or Pentium) generally don't take longer
than 15 minutes.

Results produced by the ray tracer conform to the propagation formulas. Where possible to
determine, they also match manually determined LOS areas and first reflection areas.

A finished, useable piece of software has been written that lives up to the specification set for
it on all major points.

RECOMMENDAnONS
Several improvements can still be made on the current release of Naomi. These come forth
from either the unimplemented parts of the specification or from the evaluation of the current
Naomi release.

Functionality that must be added to comply with the specification:
1. support multiple basestations
2. finish implementation of measurement route procedures
3. make transition from loss maps to received power maps

Improvements that can be made on the current implementation:
1. refine wedge updating method to improve the fit of neighboring wedges
2. implement alternate ray tracing method
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APPENDIX A RD COORDINATES
The RD ('Rijks Driehoek') coordinate system is commonly used to refer to locations inside the
Netherlands. Because the Netherlands occupies a small area of the globe, the earth's
curvature is small enough to warrant the use of an orthogonal coordinate system instead of the
normally used spherical one. In other words, it is allowed to use a flat-plane approximation of
the country.
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The RD coordinate system is an orthogonal 2-dimensional system. As obviolJs from, Figure A
1 it's origin is somewhere in France Oust south-east of Paris in fact). The reason the origin is
not where one might expect it (in the most southwestern point of the Netherlands) is twofold:

1. All coordinates are to be in the first quadrant (positive values only)
2. Xand Y coordinates must be discernible by their numerical values

The first point in the above list implies that the origin need not be part of the Netherlands (the
most southern point of the Netherlands is located in the east instead of the west).
The requirement Xand Yshould be discernible means the ranges of X and Y cannot overlap.
Width and height of the Netherlands is about 280km. and 330km. respectively. X will range
from 0 to 299km. and Y from 300 to 999km.

The error introduced by using a flat approximation for the Netherlands (see Figure
A-2; note that for clarity this figure is not to scale) is 0.036% (about 110 meters per
300km.).This is negligible.

flat RD approximation

aDO real curvature
'k1Jj

299.89km
6400km
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APPENDIX B CLASSES AND OPERATORS FOR RAY TRACING

The Naomi ray-tracing module uses a lot of geometric classes like LINES, POINTS etc. A set of
templated Cartesian geometric classes is implemented to facilitate the design of the ray tracer.

The classes discussed in this appendix are the four most important ones. However there are
some more geometric classes (like SPHERE and AREA) these are not used in the ray tracing
module and are just auxiliary classes.

The base class is the Cartesian POINT class. Members of this class are the three Cartesian
coordinates. The member functions are comprised solely of overloaded operators. These
overloaded operators are addition (adding two POINTS), subtraction, multiplication
(multiplication of a point w.a. double) and the equality inequality unary operators.

Publically derived from the POINT class is a VECTOR class. All POINT operators and members
are inherited, two extra overloaded operators (inner and outer product) are added plus two
member functions (normalise () ; normalises the vector and veclen () ; returns the length of
the vector).

By composition, a LINE object can be defined. A LINE consists out of two VECTOR members,
one being the LINES support vector and the other one being the directional vector. The LINE

- -
is now defined as I =s- +ad ,a parameterized line expression.
The LINE constructor can be called using two POINTS the line is to pass through or by
specifying it's support and directional vectors. Additional member functions are defined in the
form of an angle () function that returns tile angle between two lines and an intersect ()
function that returns the intersection POINT (if any) of the line with a PLANE specified as a
parameter for intersect () . This intersect () function is a very important function since it
is responsible for the most basic ray-tracing action: intersecting a line and a plane. This is why
it will be discussed in more detail after we have introduced the PLANE class.

Just like the LINE class, a PLANE class can be composed out of a number of VECTORS. A
PLANE consists of a support vector and two (not necessarily orthogonal) directional vectors.
This leads to the parameterized expression p ={+YU- + AV-. Just like in the LINE case, a
PLANE can be constructed using an aggregate of POINTS or by specifying the support and
directional vectors right away.

Before discussing the LINE - PLANE intersection function, some remarks about the boundaries
of planes and lines are made. Mathematically, lines and planes extend into infinity. This means
any line intersects any plane unless the two are running in parallel. Since we want to intersect
lines that run from some starting point on into infinity with planes that have boundaries, extra
precautions have to be taken.
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The extra precautions are not made by modifying the LINE or PLANE classes but by the way
the intersection function interprets these classes. Both the LINE and the PLANE have an
imaginary boundary defined by their support vector and the length of their directional vectors.
When the parameters associated with the directional vectors (a., 'Y and A) are in the range
[0,1] some global variables are set TRUE to indicate an 'in boundary' intersection.

These variables are:
• global_ISECT: indicates weather an intersection (in or out boundary) has taken place.

This is TRUE unless the LINE and PLANE are running parallel.
• global_INPLANE: indicates the intersection occurred in the plane boundaries.
• global_INvECT: indicates the intersection occurred in the line boundaries.

A LINE -'building' intersection function would evaluate these variables after having called the
intersection function. This way it is able to honor the boundaries of the building.

The LINE - PLANE intersection function itself is based on LU decomposition [5]. When we
want to intersect a line and a plane, the equation

s- +ad =t- +YU- + AV-

has to be solved. This equation can be rearranged as:

s- -t- =yu-+ AV- -ad-

In matrix form:

fu x V x -d x I'Y l_'ISx -t x 1
1lu y V y -d y AJ- Sy -t y

Lu z V z -d z a Lsz -t z J

E". B-1

E". B-~

E". B-3

Which can be solved by simple gauss elimination. Gauss elimination is not the fastest
algorithm for solving an equation like Eq. B-3 however [6]. A numerical LU decomposition
method from [6] was used to implement the intersection algorithm.
With this algorithm it is possible to perform approximately 10000 LINE - PLANE intersections
per second.
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APPENDIX C NAOMI MANUAL

This appendix contains a short manual for Naomi. The Naomi user interface has a graphical
setup in which clear and simple icons are used for most of the functions. The use of Naomi is
very intuitive.

Figure C-I: Nllomi user inlerlll~e

In Figure C-1 the Naomi user interface is shown. The simulation area display in the left of the
picture shows the selected area of Netherlands as extracted from the building database. In the
current Naomi release, the starting area is a 400x400m. square area in Leidschendam with the
KPN Research building in it's center.
On the right hand side of the screen, the current sim. window shows the RD coordinates of the
two corner points (left-top and right-bottom) of the currently visible simulation area.
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When the mouse cursor is in the displayed simulation area, its RD coordinates are displayed in
the cursor RD box (see Figure C-1).

A very important simulation parameter is the minimal height a building needs to have to be
included in the simulation. Setting the minimal height at for example 10.0 m. means that all
buildings lower than 10m. are ignored in the simulation.

The height slider (see Figure C-1) is used to set the minimal building height. Next to this slider,
a scale is displayed. The current position of the slider is printed on top of the slider column (0.0
in the example screenshot). The scale and position values are expressed is printed on top of
the scale column (m. in screenshot).

Buildings that would be in the simulation when it would be run using the current minimal height
settings have an outline color corresponding to the color belonging to that height in the
rainbow-spectrum that fills the slider column. When the height slider is moved, buildings that
would fall out of the simulation as a result of this slider action will get a gray outline instead of a
'rainbow' color. This way the result of moving the slider is obvious right away and the
experienced user can get a feeling what kind of simulation time he/she would be looking at
using the current settings.

The rest of the user interactions take place via the buttons positioned on the right hand side of
the screen. In Figure C-2 a blow-up of this area is given.
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Zoom in

Place basestation

Quit program

Make screendump

Load simulation
data

Naomi button

Zoom out

Remove basestation

Goto RD coordinate

Map scrolling buttons

Start simulation

Show measurement
route in map

Save simulation
data

Fig",. c-~: N"omi b"lIon 11",

The function behind most of the buttons is self-explanatory. They will nevertheless be
discussed briefly (buttons that are unavailable for some reason are grayed out):
• Naomi button: 'about button'. Resets simulator after a simulation run.
• Zoom in: zooms in on the center of the current simulation area
• Zoom out: zooms out on the center of the current simulation area
• Place basestation: changes the mousecursor in a basestation placement cursor. A

basestation can be placed by moving clicking on the desired position in the simulation area.
• Remove basestation: removes the basestation (the current version of Naomi supports only

one basestation so the user need not qualify which basestation is to be removed).
• Exit: the user is presented a dialog: really exit program or cancel
• Go to RD coordinate: a fill-in form appears; the user can specify a new center of screen in

RD dm. coordinates
• Map scrolling buttons: enables the user to browse the map, when a basestation is placed

the movement is restricted in such a way that the basestation must remain in the simulation
area. (this also applies to the zoom-in button)

• Go: starts simulation, first the user must enter simulation parameters namely the simulation
resolution, the height of the basestation, the transmitted power and the trace order
(explained below).

• Make screendump: the current screen is dumped to file in CompuServe GIF format
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• Route: the user is prompted to enter a measurement (.CON) file. The simulator will change
the simulation area to fit the route contained in the measurement file and draw the
measurement route. Furthermore it will triangulate the position of the basestation from the
information in the file.

• Load: still to be implemented
• Save: saves simulation data in comprehensive ASCII format.

Buttons that are unavailable for some reason are grayed-out (for example the Save button in
Figure C-2).

The trace-order parameter that is required before starting a simulation is the isosahedron
tessellation number N tess (see chapter 6). When this number is set to -1, the 'fast preview' ray
launching method is used instead of the isosahedron method.

Several simulation parameters need to be provided by the user before a simulation can be
started. These parameters along with their default value and range are given in Table C-1

T"ble C-' N"om; s;mul,,';on p",,,mele,s

parameter name default value range
sim_res (simulation resolution)
bs_ht (basestation height)
bs-pow_dbm (bs power)
trace_order (Ntess)
nrref max nr. reflections

150 dm
250dm
35dbm
-1
o

501000 dm.
20500 dm.
1050 dbm.
-1 300
04

The simulation results are presented using the same rainbow spectrum of colors as was used
for the buildings while browsing the map. The height scale bar will be transformed into a dB.
pathloss bar and scaled so the highest and lowest pathloss will fit in it. Because the colors are
now used to display the pathloss, the buildings will become grayed.

At this point the user has several options:
• exit the program
• save the simulation results
• reset the simulator (press the naomi button)
• make a screendump

After saving the simulation results or making a screendump the user will ultimately exit the
program or reset the simulator.
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APPENDIX D POV-RAY, AN ORIENTATION ON RAY-TRACING
As an orientation in ray-tracing, the public-domain ray tracing package POV-ray (Persistence
Of Vision) was used to render scenes like those that will be simulated by NAOMI.

POV-ray is based on the ray tracing program DKB-trace and is continua.lly being revised and
updated by the people that use it for example the CompuServe Graphics Developers' Forum
and the internet comp.graphics.raytracing community [7]
In this appendix, we examine the (im)possibilites of using POV-ray to perform the calculations
necessary for Naomi. As a test-case for the viability of POV-ray two scenes have been
rendered, one very simple scene and a significantly more complex one.

SIMPLE SCENE
A simple scene including one light source and three simple solid geometric shapes (a non
transparent cylinder and a sphere and a transparent cube) on a flat surface took about 20
minutes to render on a Pentium ™ 60 MHz. The rendered picture had a resolution of 800x600
pixels and is given in Figure D-1.

Figu,e D-'I Simple Mene (111 minu'es)

In Figure D-1 some interesting effects in the GSM context can be observed:
• As the distance from the lightsource increases, the received power (intensity) on the

groundplane decreases.
• Buildings (the geometrical shapes) cast their shadow on the groundplane.
• Transmission through buildings (the transparent cube) makes the shadow area less dark.

Figure D-1 actually mimics a 'real life' urban situation quite well, there are different shapes of
buildings, an elevated transmitter and reflection/transmission from and through
buildings.Twenty minutes is quite long for a simulation including three simple-shaped buildings.
Since typical urban areas contain in the order of a thousand structures, the prospects for the
use of POV-ray in Naomi are not very good.
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COMPLEX SCENE
As a complex counterpart for the simple scene from Figure 0-2, a chessboard including all
(fully shaped) pieces was rendered. The result is given in Figure 0-2.

Figure D·~I Complex s~ene (13~minules)

A chessboard can (with some imagination) be seen as an urban area, the board itself being
the earth's surface and the chess pieces the buildings. Just as in the case of the simple scene,
several important effects can be noticed:
• Reflection; a reflection of the G1 rook is visible on the polished chessboard.
• Shadow; the G1 rook casts a shadow on the F1 knight)

Evaluating the two testcases the following remarks can be made:
• Rendering time is excessive; simple scenes like the one from Figure 0-2 take quite long,

especially when we take into consideration a typical Naomi simulation will involve tens if not
hundreds of structures.

• Image detail is too high; they include color and semi transparent objects have a filtering
operation on the light that is passing through them.

By manipulating the scene definition file, the above mentioned problems can be made
somewhat less severe, we can define only solid non-transparent objects which only reflect and
have a simple shape (so rendering will be faster). Rendering speed however will remain an
important count against the use of POV-ray in Naomi.
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Aside to lack of rendering speed, there is another, more serious reason to decide not to use
POV-ray or any other ray-tracer of this type. This problem is illustrated by Figure 0-3.

transmitter

Figure D-3: POV-r"y rendering
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building (scene) observer/camera

This figure shows how POV-ray renders a scene. The image POV-ray renders is the one a
human would see if he or she was to take the place of the camera. This results in the following
'strange' (in the context of calculating groundplane illumination levels) effects:

• If there exists a direct (line of sight) path (A) from illumination source to camera, the
transmitter will be 'seen' as a bright spot in the rendered picture. This is off course wrong;
the transmitter does in a sense illuminate itself but it is no part of the simulation grid which is
generally situated at another height.

• Rays like (B) reflecting off the building's top surface will give rise to an apparently
illuminated area while the illumination at ground-level is not that intense as the picture
suggests (the building is in the way).

• The area reached by a direct line-of sight ray (0) and a reflected ray ( C) is not visible in the
POV-ray generated image while in fact it is brightly illuminated.

• Rays going off in directions away from the camera (like E) will very probably illuminate some
groundplane area. This will not show in the picture because the ray does not return to the
camera.

The ground-plane illumination levels produced in this way are by no means close to the
received power levels we want to determine. At first glance one could suggest placing the
camera in such a way that it's lens axis is perpendicular to the surface (the earth) but this will
not yield satisfactory results either. Imagine the situation in Figure 0-4. There are no structures
in the scene, only a transmitter, an observer and a reflective surface. Because the surface is
reflective, incident rays will reflect off it. While the reflection point in Figure 0-4 is brightly
illuminated, the resulting image will suggest almost no illumination most rays are reflected. The
only rays reaching the observer are caused by scattering at the surface.
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Making the surface non-reflective is no solution either, all rays will be absorbed so there will be
none left to reach the camera lens. The best possible compromise would be making the
surface diffractive. This however will not yield deterministic results.

.6. observer/camera

transmitter polished surface observer/camera

Fig"r. D-4

POV RAY IS NOT SUITABLE FOR NAOMI
From the above discussion, we can conclude POV-ray is not suitable for our purposes. POV
ray is slow and it generates images from an 'observer' point of view. The rendering speed
could possibly be increased by using simple polygon buildings having no attributes but a
reflection coefficient (no textures). The rendering from an observer viewpoint however cannot
be overcome, we are interested in tracing rays from the transmitter to the groundplane, not
from the transmitter to the camera lens.

If POV-ray is to be used anyway, the following steps should be taken:
• The camera axis should be perpendicular to the simulation-surface
• The simulation surface should be made diffractive (scatter incident rays in all possible

directions)
• Buildings must be defined as simple polygons.
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